
Revered as one of the most important Spanish poets and dramatists of the twentieth century, "Lorca Alma Presente" demonstrates Federico García Lorca's passion and ingenuity through poetry, theater and music. The production features some of the most notable Latino theater artists from Chicago together on stage.

The purpose of Lorca Alma Presente — Lorca Forever is to educate audiences (with a special focus on youth) through an innovative theatrical presentation about the Spanish poet and playwright who, in a career that spanned just 19 years, resurrected and revitalized the most basic strains of Spanish poetry and theatre.

Each performance is accompanied by post-performance Question and Answer period. The post-performance talk with the actors provides an opportunity for the audience members to ask the actors questions immediately following the performance.
LORCA ALMA PRESENTE – LORCA FOREVER
Adapted and Directed by Iraida Tapias

Bodas de Sangre, Yerma, La Zapatera Prodigiosa, Doña Rosita la Soltera, Oda to Walt Whitman and Mariana Pineda.

CAST in order of appearance

LORCA Camilo Rasquin
ZAPATERA Melissa DuPrey
ZAPATRO/EL PADRE Ramón Camin Ybarra
VECINA/MUJER Marta Medina
LA MADRE Rosario Vargas
DONA ROSITA/LA VIEJA Cecilia Collar
La TIA Nydia Castillo
LEONARDO Ivan Vega
NOVIO/PEDRO Israel Balza
LA NOVIA Cruz Gonzalez Cadel
YERMA Rebeca Aleman
JUAN/CONSPIRADOR Sandor Menendez/Miguel Nuñez Natoli
PEDROSA José María Mendiola
MARIANA Marcela Muñoz/Claudia Quesada

MUSICIANS
SINGERS Camilo Rasquin / Cruz Gonzalez-Cadel
PIANO Rebeca Alemán
CAJÓN Raúl Fernández
About Water People Theater

Water People Theater is a bilingual, non-profit organization, dedicated to the development of performing arts and theater. Our primary objectives relate to extending the boundaries of Latin-theater and to promote anti-violence themes and messages. We believe in art’s capacity to promote strong values and encourage self-reflection. We believe in the power of theater to bring people together to inspire action, encourage understanding and facilitate harmony among diverse communities.

We believe in the transformative power of Art / Creemos en la fuerza transformadora del Arte

CONTACT US

www.waterpeople.org / info@waterpeople.org / @waterpeople